Intensity simulation of X-ray scattering from large twisted cellulose molecular fibrils is important in understanding the impact of chemical or physical treatments on structural properties such as twisting or coiling. This paper describes a highly efficient method for the simulation of X-ray diffraction patterns from complex fibrils using atom-type-specific pair-distance quantization. Pair distances are sorted into arrays which are labelled by atom type. Histograms of pair distances in each array are computed and binned and the resulting population distributions are used to represent the whole pair-distance data set. These quantized pair-distance arrays are used with a modified and vectorized Debye formula to simulate diffraction patterns. This approach utilizes fewer pair distances in each iteration, and atomic scattering factors are moved outside the iteration since the arrays are labelled by atom type. This algorithm significantly reduces the computation time while maintaining the accuracy of diffraction pattern simulation, making possible the simulation of diffraction patterns from large twisted fibrils in a relatively short period of time, as is required for model testing and refinement.
Introduction
Lignocellulosic biomass is an ideal candidate for a sustainable and renewable bioenergy source because of its abundance worldwide. Lignocellulose has great potential to become a valuable energy supply, as well as producing ethanol and/or other fuels and chemicals (Lynd et al., 1991) . A major obstacle in cellulose-sugar transformation is the breakdown of biomass into cellulose fibrils, individual chains (Himmel et al., 2007; Himmel, 2009 ) and molecular fragments (Mok & Antal, 1992; Inouye et al., 2014) . X-ray diffraction is a key technique for monitoring the breakdown of cellulose chains in biomass and for assessing the efficiency of various deconstruction techniques.
The crystal structure of cellulose in its and forms has been determined (Atalla et al., 1984; Nishiyama et al., 2002 Nishiyama et al., , 2003 . However, cellulose fibrils formed in biomass exhibit substantial structural heterogeneity (Driemeier et al., 2011; Pingali et al., 2010) , bending and twisting Beckham, Matthews et al., 2011; Rabideau et al., 2013; Bu et al., 2015; Matthews et al., 2015) . These imperfections are amplified during physical or chemical treatments, and mapping changes in X-ray scattering to structural distortions is challenging. The only feasible approach is to simulate X-ray scattering using coordinate sets that exhibit the hypothesized distortions.
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# 2016 International Union of Crystallography X-ray scattering data collected at synchrotron sources have been used to estimate the average cross-section sizes of cellulose fibrils (Fernandes et al., 2011; Thomas et al., 2013; Inouye et al., 2014; Zhang, 2015) . These approaches have typically focused on equatorial scattering and provide little insight into three-dimensional distortions such as twist and shear.
Unfortunately, using the Debye formula to simulate scattering intensities from large molecular structure files is computationally intensive. The Debyer program (https:// code.google.com/archive/p/debyer/) is capable of simulating the scattering intensities of a molecule in spherical coordinates. Here, we describe a computationally efficient method in cylindrical coordinates to calculate intensities based on sampled pair distances and their probability mass distribution. This method has been formulated as a vectorized Debye formula, leading to far shorter simulation times.
Method

The Debye formula in cylindrical coordinates
The electron-density distribution of N atoms in real space can be represented as
where v = [x y z] and i (v) is the electron-density distribution due to atom i. The autocorrelation function of the electron-density function is 2 ðvÞ ¼
The Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function gives the scattering intensity in reciprocal space (Inouye et al., 1993) :
where V = [X Y Z] is the scattering vector in reciprocal space. Cylindrical averaging of the exponential term along the z axis gives
Since the Bessel function
then cylindrical averaging of I(V) gives the Debye formula of the scattering model in cylindrical coordinates (Inouye et al., 1993) :
where I(R, Z) is the two-dimensional scattering intensity, and R and Z are the equatorial and meridional scattering vectors in reciprocal space, respectively. Here, we have expressed I(R, Z) as the real part of the expression given by Inouye et al. (1993) , since I(R, Z) is symmetric in Z and the imaginary part vanishes as required. The terms f i and f j are atomic form factors, r ij and z ij are the radial and axial components, respectively, of the pair distance between atoms i and j in cylindrical coordinates, and J 0 is a zero-order Bessel function of the first kind.
Pair-distance arrays indexed by atom type
The pair-distance arrays are computed from the Euclidean distances in the atomic coordinate set and sorted into six atom-pair types (in the case of a cellulose fibril, these are C-
C, H-H, O-O and C-H, C-O, H-O).
For atoms of the same type, the pair distances (rz CC , rz HH and rz OO ) are computed between one atom and all other atoms of the same atom type. For the remainder (rz CH , rz CO and rz HO ), the pair distances are computed between two atoms of different types. For the general case, the total number of pair-distance arrays is N = (M + 1)M/2, where M is the number of atom types in a molecular structure and N is the number of pair-distance arrays returned in this pre-processing step. In the cellulose case, M = 3 (atom types C, H and O), so we have N = 6 arrays of pair distances.
Pair-distance distribution and quantization
Bivariate histograms are computed for each pair-distance array (rz CC , rz HH , rz OO , rz CH , rz CO and rz HO ). Within each histogram, the averaged radial and axial components,r r i andẑ z j , respectively, in each bin are used to represent all the pair distances that fall into that bin. The number of occurrences pðr r i ;ẑ z j Þ = ! ij is the population mass distribution, where ! ij is the number of pair distances in the bin. The bins and population mass distributions form a quantized pair distance fðr r i ;ẑ z j Þ; ! ij g for a two-dimensional distribution. The quantized pair-distance distribution is used in the cylindrical Debye formula in equation (6) for an intensity simulation. In our simulation, the number of bins is chosen to be three times the maximum value of the pair distance in å ngströ ms:
where b r and b z are the number of bins in the r and z directions, respectively, and 'round' signifies rounding to the nearest larger integer.
Diffraction pattern simulation
The calculation of scattered intensities utilizes the quantized pair-distance arrays and population mass distribution. For each pair-distance array, the intensity becomeŝ 
For vector notation, let f a (R) be F and f b (Z) be H [the scattering factors f a (R) and f b (Z) are pre-calculated and labelled in pairs as {f C -
r i RÞ and cosð2ẑ z j ZÞ are vectors J i and E j computed in each iteration step for individualr r i ,ẑ z j respectively. The two-dimensional scattering simulation model thus becomes (F, H, J i and E j are all row vectors)Î
and the total intensity is the summation of all the intensities calculated from each pair-distance array indexed by atom type:Î
where S = {CC, HH, OO, CH, CO, HO}.Î I ab is the simulated scattering intensity in an individual pair-distance array ofr r ab , z z ab , andÎ I total is the total scattering intensity from the summation of six simulations using six pair-distance arrays. The residual " is used to assess the accuracy of the simulated intensities between using original and quantized pair-distance arrays:
The choice of atomic form factor is important for these calculations. The use of standard form factors that do not account for hydration will lead to the calculation of scattering corresponding to a fibril in a vacuum. This leads to an overestimate of the equatorial scattering compared with the meridional. Fraser et al. (1978) form factors appropriate to scattering from objects that are fully hydrated. Form factors appropriate to dried or partially dried biomass must be used in the present method and can be constructed using the approach of Fraser et al. (1978) but with altered contrast. A detailed analysis of the appropriate form factors will be sample specific and is beyond the scope of the current work.
For comparison with data collection from biomass, the simulations need to take into account the distribution of fibril orientations present in a real sample. One approximation of disorientation was carried out using an angular convolution which takes into account the three-dimensional distribution of intensity in reciprocal space (Makowski, 1978) :
where D is the disoriented diffraction pattern, I is the diffraction pattern in an ideal orientation, and r and are the radial distance and angle, respectively, to the center of the diffraction pattern in polar coordinates. B is the background in experimental data, but zero in this simulation. Simulated diffraction patterns generated by this approach have all the characteristics expected for scattering from cellulose.
Results
As a demonstration of the form of atom-type-specific pair distribution functions, we calculated these functions for a cellulose chain model with 2103 atoms, as shown in Fig. 1 . The histograms of the six pair-distance arrays,rz rz CC ,rz rz HH ,rz rz OO , rz rz CH ,rz rz CO andrz rz HO , are shown in Fig. 1(a) . The diffraction patterns corresponding to these pair-distance arrays were computed and are shown in Fig. 1(b) . Figs. 1(c) and 1(d) show the simulated diffraction patterns using original pair distances and quantized pair distances, respectively. We can see that the simulated intensities using quantized pair distances are virtually identical (with a residual of 0.0483) to the intensities calculated from the original pair-distance arrays. The performance was tested for one to five cellulose chains, each chain containing 2103 atoms. The number of chains, pair distances and CPU time used in these simulations are compared in Table 1 . The number of pair distances increases quadratically as the chain number increases, resulting in a quadratic increase in CPU time. However, quantized pair distances exhibit a much slower increase, as seen in Fig. 2 . The residuals for different numbers of chains remain small. Simulated diffraction patterns of two 36-chain hexagonal cellulose fibrils (one with ideal crystallinity, one twisted) generated using this method are shown in Fig. 3 . The impact of disorientation on the diffraction patterns in Figs. 3(b) and 3(e) is shown in Figs. 3(c) and 3( f ), which were generated using angular convolution (Makowski, 1978) .
Discussion
In this paper, we have demonstrated an atom-type-specific pair-distance quantization method to simulate diffraction patterns of cellulose fibrous structure, which is both fast and accurate. The atom-type-specific step partitions the pair distances into several arrays indexed by atom type so that the multiplication of atomic scattering factors can be moved outside the iteration. The quantization step compresses the pair-distance arrays using a bivariate histogram-based method. The binned pair distances and population distribution represent the entire set of pair distances, reducing the number of iterations significantly. The Debye scattering model using quantized pair distances is derived and shown to be highly efficient. Table 1 and Fig. 2 show that this algorithm remains highly efficient as the number of atoms increases. This algorithm enables the simulation of diffraction patterns of large twisted fibrils in minutes instead of days or weeks, making possible the study of fiber twisting and distortion, as well as studies of fibril deconstruction, during biomass processing. A parallel version of this algorithm is being developed to reduce the computation time further.
